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·U SF athlete wins
-' silver .m edal.
See page six
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• ·P oli.c e, studen ts express vievvs
on e~ch other. See page nine
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Coas1 · ,s u·a rd··= says no gas
TAMPA (UPI)-Five tugs
'· pulling in unison at hjgh tide
yesterday refloated a 500-foot
barge loaded with 268,000
barrels of volatile gasoline from
a sandbar -where it was hard
aground off the mouth of Port
Tampa. ·
· The Coast Guard sai~ there
was no spill of the gasoline into
the bay. .
T,he barge had gone a,ground
. Tuesday afternoon while being
towed by a large _ocean-going ·
tug.

I

. Also in Tampa, the ·Flo_!:ida
Department of Pollution'

•

IA

bay

Transit Conference

four days late yesterday ~nd
said
,he didn't. know .how long
WASHING TON (UPl)-A
he
would
stay.
·
conference
on
mass
transportation will . be held
Also in Ta1J1pa, two men
Aug. 12 in Lakeland U .S. Sen. pleaded guilty in federal court
' Lawton Chiles, D. Fla., to charges of conspiracy .to
announj:ed yesterday.
dispose of stolen property only
.
.,
Chiles said roads in . the moments before they were to
Control decided to look into
Moratonum Asked ·:· heavily . populated central have gone on trial.
the pos~ibility 'of requiring the
TALLAHASSEE (UPI)-A_ Florida corridor between
U.S. District Judge Gerald
entire state to develop· state legislator said _yesterday Daytona Beach and Tampa and Tjoflat ~rdered a pre-sentence
~dvanced treatment of sewag~. · Gov. · Reubin Askew should .-St . . Petersburg area. already investigation-for Phillip Reeves 1
· · ·The 1972 legislature voted call a special legislative session · -mad.equate and said that area s·
· l Thoma s .
. . ,
·
•
·
.
. 1ms, 29·, an d D an1e
to require t~e Tampa Bay area
to order a Il}Oratonum on faces a population growth of-40 - C
25 b th f T
.
. rate mcrease
·
.
ooper, , o o· ampa.
to construct . adva·nce'd utiil 1ty
1'f the p u bl'1c per cent by 1980.
treatment but left th~ definition Service Commission . won't ·
.
_
They . had been charged in
of the term to the _board'.
impose one voluntarily.
Smi th Shows
~onnection with a Feb. 9, 1970
TAMPA (UPl)-An angry burglary in which a $100,000 ,
Bubba· Smith showaj up at the jeweled elephant and ivory
- Baltimore Colt training camp figuerines were taken.
I

[State,

-

Rap u'
,p

Convel1tion tO. choose
-M cGovern or Dr. Spoc/c

.1 0%. OFF

.yesterday hoisted their nation's
ST. LOUIS, Mo. (UPI)-- ·
ON ANY BOOK IN PRINT! .
red and yellow flag on a wall
.L:~elegat~S·deeply ~plit betweeo,
high above the Quang Tri city
supporters of. :Democrat
.
Citadel
where "you can look
George McGovern and
Quick service access to 95% of Books in Print-hardcover and paper backs,
down the throats of the North
textbooks and University press: All orders shipped in 72 hours.
· pediatrician Benjamin Spock
Send.title, author, publisher, price, along with .your name and .address and
.open~d rhe four-day championship .chess match, 'had Vietnamese."
. cash, check, or money order to:
·to
settle
for
a
draw
last
night
~ convention of the People's
Bookfleet
title-holder Boris ·
Party · yesterday to · select a against
U.S. B52 bombers ·flew 21
P.O. Box 125
Spassky of t~e Soviet Union .
. candidate for president.
Hopewell .
missions in support of· the
New Jersey 05525
. , The party, a coalition. · of
Soot~ -Y.ietnamese troops at
-antiwar and activist.groups, has
Qua~ Tri between noon
Cash -Tells Senate
Include 20' for each h~rdcover, 15' for each paperback for postage
tentatively selected Dr. Spock
.Tuesday and noon yesterday-,
FREE ".lew title re_p ort with every·order
to .represent the parry to get on
WASHINGT--ON. ·(lJPI)-- dropping more than 1.•500 tons
the ballot it.i l 0. states.
F olk singer Johnny Cash, of explosives on su·sp.ected
A faction led by Southern flanked by two convict•s he troop concentrations and :
10% OFF ON ANY BOOK IN .PRINT!
delegates and party fhairman _11,elpaj to obtain parole,
~tagmg areas.
Charles Bfiody wants to yesterday told a Senate
convention to· nominate subcommittee. prison· inmates . --'---------~-..;.;..----~-----...;..~""'."""------~------,
McGovern. That would mean have .little· chance t-0 ·avoid
McGovern's name would bec9ming repeating law
appear twice ·on the •ballot in violators.
some states.

Illegal Wire~p

· LOS ANGELES (UPI)-.- . - CLEVELAND . (UPl):--A
.The Ninth .Circuit ·Court of 59 ..year... old womart who
· . Appeals agreed yesterday · to authorities said wasconfmed to
hear a .defense ·protest 'in the a dark, gar.bage-fill.ed
'Pentag~n papers trial that 'the St<lreroom the past seven years·
.government had conducted an ·was rep<>rted 111 "remarkably. ·
illegal wiretap of . persons good" · physical condition
connected with Daniel Ellsberg • yes_terday despite her long
~mprisonment.
and Anthony.J.'l~usso.

Expensive ~arget .
. WASHINGTON (UPl)--~he· Sen~te yesterday ·assured
the con'stfuction -0£ a .fourth
.nudear--powered ·. , .aircraft
- carrier for the Navy; ,over the ·
pr.o tests · of a· -)eadin·g·
Repub.liqn crit!~ who called it
· ·. ''the mode of modem warfare"
a_nd a .billion-dollar sitting
target for enemy attaclc.

Che~s Players 0'8W

mii

No Marine Killing ··
'

'

WASHINGTON (UPl),,..Th-e Senate:.. yesterday
approved : a ·. 15-year
!lloratorium ·on the killing or
~capturing of tnarine mammals:

.

i:, ..

Fo~ only,$t7995 the exciting· new .
.Marantz Model 110 AM/FM stereo
tuner gives you Marantz · uncom/ promised· quality with these great
features: Marantz:exclusive Gyro 0
. Touch tuning; Signal Strengt~
· Tuning Meter; Blackout Dial with ··
Illuminated Fun_ction Indicator for .
AM, FM and STEREO; Advanced
FET and IC Circuitry to give you
years of trouble-free service; FourChannel-Ready . Quad radial Output; Gold-Anodized Front' Panel.

P~p~lation ~ombed
SAIGON : (UPl)--South
Vietnames·e
paratroopers

1::1

. :. ,

:t=:::

"I

REYKJAVIK,
Iceland ·
(UPI)-.U .S. grand . master .
Bobby Fischer, ·· who · was
convinced he would win the ,.
·seventh game of . the · wodd :-- .

--•~®

ii

We sound ·better.

Woman's Health . . Good

. .... .

- F.-:-•- .

:Q
i

tj:: o.

:e):·

- ~~~

o .- i .

The exciting new $)49,sMarantz
Model 1030 stereo rons'ole amplifier is Marantz professional crafts~
manship, performance, .and engineering excellence rolled into one.
Just check these specs: . 30 watts
continuous RMS into 8 ohm
· speakers from 30 Hz to 20,000. Hz
with less than 0.5% THO and
IM distortion, and ±1 dB fre- .
quency response. Now add these
features: Front-Panel Mic Input,
Separate Preamp Qutputs and
Power Amp Inputs; Full Automatic Protection for Output Circuitry and -Associated Speakers
to give you years of tr9oble-free
service; Gold-Anodized Front
Panel. ·

NOW until Sept. 15, ~ave ·2 9 95 by purchasing thes~ two units.
as a package under this fact~ry authorized sale going on at:

UC W EE KEND MOV IE

CAN HEIRONYMUS MERKIN
EVER FORGET MERCY
HUMPPE AND FIND TRUE
HAPPINESS?

FAH 101
8 pm 28-29 July
Sponsored by Universit y Center

PIZZA

P.OWER
-FREE
·oEuvERY
·- 971-787'5

SUNCOAST

_.,,,.

STEREO

1539 S. DALE MABRY

•

CENTER

253-0319

/
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Pe op le tall< 'bi g' at US F
Pho ne bill leav es~them~, breathless
By Ray Wolf
Qracle Staff Writer
Every month when the. phone bill arives, everyone
takes a· deep breath before opening it, then hopes for
the best.
When Joni Moyer gets her phone bill she breaths
deeply just from carrying it, it's 800 pages thick, and
comes in two boxes.
No, .she's not a phonoholic, she's telephone
supervisor for USF.
There is a lot of talking done each year at
USF--abou i a · quarter million dollars. Around
campus, anyone interested in u~ing a phon~ should not
have much trouble finding one. There were 1,985
telephones on campus during the month of June.
How much does it cost per month- to have 1,985
· telephones sitting_around campus? Local-service for
June was $23., 756.20, service charges for installations
and removals totaled $152.24 . .
Long distance phone calls totaled $12,465.37 in
June. Subtract $82.20 credited to USF for disputed phone calls, and a total of $36,291.61 for one month's
phone service at lJSF _is the result.
Currently, under the campus-wide direct long
distance dialing, anyone can pick up an unattended

-- all 80() pages of it!

phone, dial nine for off campus, dial one for long
distance and call anywhere in ,the world, ~ithout
question.
Elinor Gilbert, assistant supervisor of telephones,
pays the bill but, "I only check to see if ca'lls were
made from our phones and proper billing numbers,"
she said. "It is the job of each office to make sure no one
used their phone for unaut~orized purposes," she
added. .

It is the responsibility of each billing number to
d~cide if they want to restrict their phone to local calls
only. A restricted phone costs 60 cents a month.
All courtesy phones and all 215 dormitory phones
are restricted to local calls only.
•

I

Gilbert doesn't go through the 800-pages bill
check~g each number; she has a helper --a co1nputer
kept up · to date with all active billing numbers,
restric_ted phones, connections and disconnections.
The monthly bill comes in the same form private
subscribers receive, phis USF pays one cent apiece
·e xtra to receive compute-r cards of the bill. These cards
are run through the computer, and any unauthorized
or improper billings are rejected.

A reado_u t of all calls ·charged to each number is
printed.
Gilbert then sends each billing number it's bill for
that month's long distance calls. It then is the
responsibility of each to check if all calls were made for
official business. They in tum pay her, then she pays
the total_bill.While it is true that anyone on campus can pick up a
phone and call anywhere·in the world without being
stopped, chances .are that they will be billed, or the
number they called will be billed in abou't three
months.
Moyer explained how the billing would work. "Say
a call was made on the 10th, it would come in on our
bill the 28th on that month, and we would send it to
the billing number on the 15th of the next month.
Then if the department said they didn't make the call,
we would tum it over to the phone company." _
"The phone company would either bill the other
number or start an investigation to find out who made
the ·call. A record is kept of all persons making such,
calls and if a person is caught a few times, a court case is started," she explained.

Eng inee rs her e form firs t
mi·c-r_
o -ele ct·r onic soc iety
.

.

A group of USF engineering
. Pointing out that although recently in search of graduates
students · have formed die transistors were developed · in
he could recommend for jobs.
world's first student chapter of 1948, no undergrad uate
Dr. Burdick added that there
an international professioal courses· were av..ailable until is an exhibit of the students'
,micro-electroni~s society.
about 1958, · Dr. Burdick work in micro-electronics in
The organizati on with added , "That was my ENG 107:
which the students have motivation for developing the ·
affiliated themselves is the ·program at VSF .':
'
JACK SON'S Internatio nal Society for
In the courses which include
Hybrid
Micro-Electronics practical application in the lab,
e1cvcLE STORE
(ISHM), an organization based students get the satisfaction of
114 BUFFALO AVE.
\
in the United States.
HOURS 9-5 6 DAYS
seeing the final product of their
\
j\ccording to chapter work, Dr. Burdick added.
PHONE 232-0661
\
sponsor Dr. · Glenn Burdick,
Jobs in industry are open to \
micro-ele~ti"onics represents "a -students who have taken his
GITAN E
\
revolution in electronic s courses, Dr. Burdick said,
\
\
15,, HERE
greater than the transistor."
comment ing that three
\
He said one of the reasons different companies called him _ \
z--:rr;,.--:'9"P'.;:
USF was selected as the first
·student chapter was because the
program here is oneohhem ost
. ' · advanced i.n the country.
Dr. Burdick, vice president
of ISHM's Florida cfiapter,
said that he began working
toward offering courses in
micro-electronics after coming
Oracle photo by Russ Kerr
to USF in 1964 as . the first
Dr. ·eurdick (left) examines project engineering faculty member.
10016 N. 30th Street
-"I didn't want to see a lag of
... it's part of Ronald Remke's masters' thesis
10 or 15 years between the
(Poinsettia Plaza) .
developm ent , of micro.electronic s· · and practical
the IT office ext. 2099 or the -courses in which students could
Keith Lupton, director of the
gain practical experience," he
Off Campus Term program OCT office ext. 2536.
(OCT), and. Mike - Berger,
said.
representative of the Intensive
Tutorial (IT) prograrri have
LUTZ PAINT
volunteered · to organize a
Florida Student Volunteer
&
Council (FSVC) planning
_. BODY ·SHOP
conference.
/

/

/

/.

/

/

/

/

For The Best
SANDWICHES & .PIZZAS

MAY E'S SUB SHO P

Stude nts to host confe renc.e

The conference is scheduled
for Oct. 14 and 15 at USF.
Interested parties should calJ

- E. J O N E:S ,
·WATCHMAKER
"1··,cense d~ to ope~ate .
·. on Accutron s'
.l GORDONS JEWELERS
.J·•

Temple Terrace Plaza

907 EAST 129th
AVE.

'WE .ALSO DELIVER
PHO NE 971 ~201 9

I
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students ot · the University ol Soutf,
Florido. Editorial views herein are not
necessarily ·those ol the advisor or the
·
University . administration

.

-Viet Veterans ·v ictims of GOP?
Conspiracy., CQnspiracy. It seems like less admirable characteristics has been
everytime one turns . around the its uncommonly sensitive reaction to
·government is indicting some person or criticism, particularJy that of Vietnam.
group for conspiring to disrupt The embarassment caused by protests
·
something or another.
of men who have fought in that war·has
. The latest group to be singled O\lt . been a sore spot to the.administration. It
with a federal grand jury .indictment is
has· not hesitated to attempt to discredit
th'e'Viemam Veterans Against the War
the VVAW and various other antiwar
(VVAW). Six ·members of . the
grqups by means ranging from labeling
organi~ation were recently charged in - them unpatriotic to the more serious
Tallahassee with conspiring to disrupt
conspiracy charges. ·
the ,Republican convention by firing ·
Dr. Spock, the Black Panthers of
'rifles and exploding . bombs in the
streets.
•.One of the specific charges·stated the
. · six. were plotting to organize "fire /
teams" and ··to "fire lead weights,
marbles, ball bearings, cherry · bombs
and smoke bombs by means of wrist
rocket slingshots and · crossbows."
Slingshots and crossbows? A_m ong
other things such accu~ations could
mislead people into thinking these men ·
are veterans of Sherwood Forrest
instead of Viematti.
The indictment came ~>nly hours after
the Democraticconverition had passed a
resolution condeming the Nixon
Administration for attempting to
~'intimidate -and discredit'' the VV AW.
Mysterious and dubiously legal events
characterized the proceedings which '
followed the initial indictments. · ·
Newsmen were barred from
' attending arraignment and bond
hearings. U.S. attorneys in the
Tallahassee office refused to discuss any
·aspect of the case. They said the
indictments were a matter of public.
record but did ·not explain why these
. "public records" were under lock and
key in the U.S. M.arshall's office.
Additionally, bail was set at an
excessively high $25,000 each for three
of the men.
As in past conspiracy charges, the
government's ca·se appears to be
extremely flimsy and only further raises
grave fears of government repression.
One of the Nixon A~ministration's

· New.Haven, and.the Berrigan brothers
have all been the object ofthis repressive
harassment tactic. Conviction ·was
rejected in all the cases but not ~fore the
defendents .were· tied up with lengthy
and expensive legal proceedings. ·
The words of former Supreme Court
Justice Robert H. Jackson have a
disturbingly accurate ring when applied
to these events: "The most odious of all
oppress19ns are those which mask as
justice.''

Threats of violence should in.no way
be condoned. But the right of peaceful
dissent is · guaranteed by the
Constitution arid it is·notconditional on
,approval of the President. In view of
past failures and equally suspect charges
in this indic~ent the government .
should· at least consider dropping ·the
matter before it .turns into another
national political event that' further
tarnishes the J].S.'s !eputation as a free
,md just society.

'R EMEMBER T\-\E WAR?

- - - - --- Letters-- --------Seeing red ·
Editor:
USF's Campus Security has simply
gotten-too big a·nd structured to handle
cases that -are not of routine nature.
Yesterday,July 26, I drove to the
Student Health Center and, being in ·a
slight hurry as I had a bleeding op< :n
wound, parked facing traffic. There is
no emergency parking provided. This
was wrong, I admit, but at the time I
was not concerned with their petty
rules. As it inevitably would happen, I
was ticketed and after having five
stiches put in my chin, I promptly went
over to the security office to ask for a
pardon due to the extenuating
circumstances. The desk officer said he
had no authority· to dismiss the ticket,
and asked that I return that afternoon
and talk to the captain.
When. I returned, the captain, who
would not grant me the courtesy of
speaking to me directl y , would not void
the ticket on the groundsr that I had
violated the law. I reiterated the fact that

it was an emergency and expressed my
fe~ling that the rules could be bent
somewhat in my case, further stating
that a simple call to the attending
physician would suffice. I ani still
involved in red tape.
The campus'police should realize that
there are·certain cases which do not fall
under their structured bureaucracy .
When issuing tickets they should also be
prepared to negate them when the need
arises . If not, this tends to reduce the
credibility of their department, w hich, I
think , does not help them; and they need
all the help they can get.
Tim Matthew
· 3 MAN/ COM

Artless ins~ght
Editor:
I want to express my absolute horror
at The Oracle's blatant :violation of
literary and journalistic license by both
allowing E llie Sommer to review
theatrical · productions, and actually
allo w ing her reviews (?) to be printed

for public observation. Her lack of
artistic insight defies parallel, her
understanding ·o f theatre in particular is
minute or less, and her literary in~ptness
is total.
I had hoped in an idealistically weak
moment, that after the public had read
her review of "The Hostage" last
quarter, she would be re1ocated in
Gardening News and Views or Your
Friend The Three-Minute Egg, but
alas, so much for dreams.

For some reason, Sommer's idea of a
critical evaluation includes shallow
value judgements, gross amounts . of
baseless chat, and a My Weekly Reader
c~teness. A reviewer's job is none of
these.
I suggest that Sommer go to the
library (it's thar building. with the big
antenna on the roof across from the UC
and take out' a book on criticism.
Robert S. Scott
4TAR

0~CLE
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Cam pus politi cians prep aring for natio nals
By Valerie Wickstrom
· Oracle News Editor
Election year 1972 is maki~g
its mark on the USF campus·as
major political organizations
plan fall campaigns for local-,
state and national candidates.
Both the ·Young Democrat
(YD) and Young Republican
(YR) (soon to . be College
Republican) Clubs
have
endorsed their party ' s
candidates for President.
"We're all behind

we' 11 endorse George
Sheldon," Wikoff said
yesterday.
Sheldon, a
Democratic candidate for state
representative, spoke to the
YD's Monday night, and is to
have reportedly gained much
support from USF's Student
Government (SG).
Cabinet aides anq members
and aides to Pres. Mark Adams
canvassed the Temple Terrace
area Monday as part of
Sheldon's campaign.

McGovern," USF YD Pres.
Carol Wikoff said. The YD's
.are working with Students for
.McGovern and will vote
whether to endorse candidates
in their final meeting of the
quarter, Monday at 7 p.m.
Charles Frank Renfroe, who
has announced his candidacy to
oppose . Sherrif Malcom E ..
Beard for Hillsborough
County Sheriff, will speak at
the YD's Monday night.
"It's pretty obvious that

Quart erly, year!'/ decals
part of new parlcin g pla_
n"
USF students can take
advantage · of a new parking
system this fall that will enable
them to purchase eith~r yearly
or quarterly parking decals.
. The new . system, according
to University Po lice ChiefJack
Prehle, will prevent students
who may be graduating at the
e~d of fall or winter quarters
from having to- buy parking
rights for the entire year.
Student decals may be
purchased at early registration
and after Sept. 1 at the
University Police office on N.

Maple. Staff decals go on sale
Aug. 8. Cost of the quarterly
decals will be $4, while the
yearly decals will be $10.
\ Prehle said he feels the cost of
the quarterly decal is fair, but
students "won't be able to beat
the syst~m" by buying decals
one quarter at a time.
The University pa id
$11,000 just to have the decals
printed, said Prehle, but sales
last year amounted to about
$144,000. Profits from the
decal sales goes into a parking
lot fund: This money is used to

help finance new parking lots,
put streetlights on state- built
University roads, arid other
related expenses.
Even though the decal
profits are high, Prehle said, "I
don 't knowofany·yeart hey 've
(parking fund) had money left
over." He pointed out that the
University has often been
unable to pay for lots under
construction, citing · as an
example, lot 22E, next to the
Lang-Lit building. ·Prehle said
lot 22E has been built at a cost
of about $86,950.

.Deans· counc il appro ves
propo sed X-g·ra:de policy
Removal of X-grades as "F"
has been approved by the
Council of Deans.
Submitted · by
the
Undergraduate · Council, the
Deans made only one change in
the document.

The policy now calls for an
X".'grade to be used for any
authorized failure to meet the
requirements of a course, said
Dr. William Scheuerly,
assistant to the vice president
for Academic Affairs.

____

------ ---- ·•••--...;;;.-..;;...
Republican students will
launch a "Reelect the
President" campaign for Pres.
Richard Nixon in the fall.
Other plans include a club
recruiting program, speakers'
series, and endorsement oflocal
candidates according to Craig
Smith, temporary president in
absence of Tom DiBella.
"We will ·not support a
candidate as a group," Smith
said, "but will work for
Republican candidates on an
individual basis."

been tentatively scheduled for ·
Monday evenings:
Smith, who attended a statewide campaign seminar in
Tal_lahassee last weekend, will
attend the YR executive board
meeting Aug. 19.
He will also be in Miapii si:ic
days and work as an aide at the
GOP Convention through the
Youth Participation. Program.
Fall meetings for the YR's
will be Monday's at 2 p.m.
-

Conway Brock, YR district
chairman, is the Republican
candidate
for
State
Representative from this area
and his personal preference,
according to Smith.
j ':"

,--.J.-:
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OMPLETE SALES AN
SER\liCE ON .·ALL ,
PORTABLE & tlECTRI
TYPEWRITERS &.
ADDING MACHINES.
ALL WORK GUARANTEED.

I.

Both grups may sponsor a
joint -voter registration · booth
during fall quarter registration
to register students, faculty and
staff.

20%

OFF

FOR ALL .STUDENTS

Wikoff, st.ate executive
secretary of the state YD's, will
attend an executive board
meeting Aug. 12, and YD dub
meetin~s for fall quarter have

_9405 N. IEBRASKA AVE;
PHONE 229-2201
FREE ~S!!MA"(ES __
·

RESERVATIONS FOR SMALL PARTIES

,,,,,11,,n -

FouNTA1N
13116 FLORIDA AVE. .
RO OM
1AMU

STANLEY J.
and MARY A. FIJAL
11 A.M. TO 11130 P.M. lYEIY D/ltf

The time limit on
completing the X was the
change made by the deans. The
original
recommendation
called for an unlimited amount
of time for completion. The·
deans have specified that
completion may ·not exceed
three quarters and / or
graduation.

1

newspaper consisting of about
60 per cent advertising. Rogers
said the Flambeau has been
averaging 16 pages in the past,
with ·about 60 per cent of its
space devoted to news . and
pictures.
·
In yesterday'1s ed'mon,
t he
Flambeau printed a -letter from
an alumnus suggesting that the
best way to make more room
fo·r advertising would be to
stop printing any of the press
releases put out by the
administration's publicity
office. ·

.

"Until removal, the X-grade
· is not computed in the Grade
Point Ratio for undergraduates
or graduate students," he said.

FSU preside nt gives
paper .better deal'
TALLAHASSEE (UPI)-The editor. of the · student
newspaper at Florida State
University (FSU) said
yest er d a y • the
F SU
administration has offered the
Florida Flambeau a better· deal
·forgoing indep
' endent, butthat
the tabl9id is not quite ready to
cut its financial ties yet.
,
'
Editor Kim Rogers said ·
FSU's presid~t, Dr. Sta~ley
Marshall, has pledged the
administration's support to
maintammg a "quality"
· student newspaper once the
Flambeau IS free of its
dependence on student activity
fees.
"We're afread that his idea of
a quality paper and ours may be
something quite different,"
Rogers said. "Something still
,has to · be decided as to the
'quality' of the publication the
administration agrees to
support."
She said the administration
"led us to believe" that it
wanted a 12- to 16-page

·~•---------

"We will not support a candidate as a group, but will work
for Republican cmdidates un an indtvidu~l basi!."
·
--Craig Smith,
acting· president of
Young Republicans

TH. 935-1946

YAMAHA

HUSQVARNA

TRIUMPH

BSA

AN D .

RICKMAN

(ta~lll's of)?. l?ampa.-Jn c.
8920 N . ARMENIA AVE ,
TAMPA . FLA . 33604

The recommendation must
be signed by Dr. Riggs, vice
president for Academic Affairs
and returned to the
Undergraduate Council for
discussion. Dr. Ellen Kimmel,
chairman
for the Council,
said discussion of the amended
recommendation will be
brought up at the July 31
meenng.
The policy will then be
submitted to Pres. Cecil
Mackey for final approval
before implementation.

SiApP y HoUR
with
Red Hot Profs Augmented

28 July 4~6 pm
m

University Cente·r Cafeteria

BEER 1/ 2 PRICE 4-6

pm

Slappy Hour rounds out QTR IV Programming
by University Center_

935 - 2464 - 933 - 3528

,Open 8:30 ain to 6 -pm
Tues. & Thurs. to s·pm

,---- ----- ----- 7
I
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'
_f

·
8834

.
N.

.·
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~~~~
'
.
. -,.
56th STREET, TEMPLE TERRACf
-- PHONE 988-2032 :•

f

t
t
Men's Health Club
t
f
9-9 Mon.-Fri.
9-6 Sat.
I
t'
t
t Vitamins & Organic Foods t
t 9:30-7:30' Mon.~fri.
9·:30-6:00 Sat".
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
Thompso~'s Nuplex 2 B~ttles $4.96 _ . I
f

t_

"YOUR HEALTH IS OUR GREATEST CONCERN"
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Rigg second in world judo competition
By Dave Moormann
Oracle Sports Editor
Tom Rigg won the lone
U.S. medal in the Third
Annual World University
Games in Lm.1don last week_,
butthejudoka, a second-degree
blackbelt _ from USF,
considered himself lucky.
"Everything went my
way," the silver medalist
explained. "I was just fortunate
enough to do real well."
· Rigg's teammate, Tom
Masterson, did not perform as
well. "He had some hard luck ,"
Rigg said. "He fought a hard
match but he lost a close
decision in the third round. "
Dave Long, who had b~en
preparing for the gam~s with
Masterson and Rigg at USF,
lost his first match on a
disqualification.
In team competition, the
United States placed sixth .
After losing · to Japan, the
eventual winner; in the opening
round, the six-man American
team was defeated by Austria
in the consolation match.
Rigg arrived in London on a
Sunday night, but ' had to wait
until that Friday to compete in
his 139-lb. weight class, the
smallest of judo 's six weight
classifications.
"There · were sightseeing
tours and th1ngs like that;"
said Rigg, "but our coach (In
Soo Hwang of Yale) didn 't
want us to take them so we
went to the matches every
. day. "
On Wednesday, Long, the
tJ .S. collegiate heavyweight
champion, was defeated and the
following·day Masterson, 154lb. title holder, lost after two
victories.

/

-G

"11111111

0

Finally, it was Rigg 's tum to
fight. He entered the day's
compet1t10n
with
the
fealization that in order to win
his weight division he would
have to beat six of the world's
best judokas.
He came awfully close to
doing it. After five victories,
Rigg lost the title bout to a 24year-old Japanese co.ilegian.
"I'm· not sure of his first name,
Isheme was all they had on the ,

board," said Rigg in referring
to his conqueror.
Rigg was elated about
winning second place,
however, and he and his two
companions, Masterson and
Long, spent the nextthree days
in London savoring the victory
and touring the city.
"It was fantastic," said Rigg
in talking about his experience
in London. "I could have
stayed there another month. "

But now that he's back at
school, Rigg has a lot of
catching up to do. "For the
next two weeks I don 't think
I'll be going anywhere, " he
said.
Rigg was already forced to
drop one course and he is
unsure about his remaining
classes. "I may have to take
, some incompletes this quarter,
but I really don 't know. "
Although Rigg faces a load

So, you live in the cozy dorm. And so do Bob
& Caro l,_ and T.ed & Alice. Which is fine,
except they keep you awake all night while
. they're doing their thing. And then there's
"Dirty Harry" or the guy that thinks he is.
Wow! The time has come to split.

Ren t by the schoo l year at $250.00 per
quarter. By the calendar year at. $75.00 per
month .

Get away to La Mancha Dos. A world of quiet
and peace. A world of your own, that you
can share, or keep to yourself. La Mancha Dos
is your own private bedroom and study in an
all new, split-l evel town house that is complete
in every way.

2~1t!i~it '",

-

t~~_jj'·i•~~

La Mancha Dos features ... • Re-creation building with game rooms and plenty of _activity
• Swimming pools• Courtyards with outdoor
grills• Parking by your apartment• The closest
to campus.

·•:;

L.A
lVJ:.ANCH.A
DOS~ ·

E. FOWLER AVE .

La Mancha Dos is located behind the
hi-rise dorms, just off F!etcher
Avenue; next to the University
of South Florida campus.

~

SINGLES
·
APARTMENTS
Total electric living with appliances by
General Electric.

world of
dining
adventure

-~
•- ,~~
f...'M't>C~
~ ..... ..._

"'·

$3.95
COCKTAILS
WA.ll-WALIKILEO
1:0~:-M, .

so•

6:00 P.M.
Your Safari guides
Martha & Hector Vila
9302 N. 30th St.
Tampa
Phone 932-6337
JUST N. OF BUSCH B1.VD.

of schoolwork now, he feels the
rrip was worth it. "I only wish
I could have stayed longer; it
was really great. "
For Rigg it's been a very
rewarding year athletically.

♦

. Anew

Lunch $1.50
WEEKEND SPECIAL
PRIM RIBS

Tom Rigg

... American hero
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RAYMAY -

l{ids love the· man
that the -NFL fears ·
.

'

.By Pave M9ormann
Oracle Sports Eclitor

1

Ora~le photo by Bob Van Landingham

Seeing eye to eye
Baltimore Colt trainer Ed Block (5'5") talks to rookie
Joh~ Morris (6'3") during Tuesday's afternoon practice on
the USF soccer field. Block has been with· the Colt
organization for 19 years wh!le Morris is a 14th round draft
choice from Missouri Valley.

Twenty ' seven year old Ray .
May, the unheralded ~utsid_e ·
linebacker for the Baltimore
Colts, is alreaqy father to seven
kids ranging in ages from 14. 22. What ' s even more
~urprising is that _May isn 't
married.
·
How is this possible? Well,
May, the fine humanitarian he ,
is, found a· way. He built a
ranch, Ray May's Golden
Nugget· Boys Ranch, just
outside _of Abilene, Kan. to
house the youngsters.
In talking to May, he seems
very quiet about the whole
thing. "I . got some kids who
· don't have what you could call
homes," he said. · "They have
· no inspriation to do anything. "
Seeking to help-them, May
· brought the boy_s to his ranch
which provides them with
"some quarter horses, cattle
and work."
With the emphasis on
working hand in hand, May
tries to teach the kids the ·idea
that in order td succeed it is
necessary to work along with
your fellow· man.

---***---"/ d(lfl 't care who yuu are,

yuu have to work together
. and respect (lfle another.
. Y uu can 't have respect
withuut love and yuu can 't
have , love . without
respect. "
--Ray May

Colt linebacker

----***--May had been living with the

about the notion of working as

ateam and he informs his kids

that it's. up to them as
individuals to get ahead in life
because it's imp~ssible to go it
alone.
" I don't care who you are,
you have to work together and
respect one . another," May
explains. -" You can't have
respect without love and you
can 't have love w ithout ·
,,
respect.
.
, The response to the ranch ·
has been tremendous and May
said that so many, boys have
asked for help that he's now
ma.king accommodations · for
up to 30 boys.
'"It takes _up all of my spare ·
time," May says, " and it's as
much a part of my life as
football. " May 's prowess on the
playing field 1s often
overlooked but off the
gridiron, he's a true-All-Pro.

idea of building· a ranch to help
boys long before he could get
around to actually doing it.
" I've been working with
kids nine years," he said; and I
was just waiting for the
financial backing to build the
ranch. "
Following the Colts victory
in the 1970 Super Bowl, May
received $20,000 and the "seed
money" for the begin_!ling of
hi~ dream.
Finding the kids to complete
the picture was no problem.
May got most of them from
playgrounds in Los Angeles,
where he played his college ball
at USC, and one boy he picked
up hitchiking in Baltimore.
USF golf course hou~s for
May tells all his. foster
the
summer are 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
children, including his 22Tuesdays
through Fridays and
year-old younger _brother,·
·
7
a.~.
to
8
p.m. weekends and .
Butch, · whom he supports~ to
"get - an education towards holidays. The course is closed
something." That's why May Mondays.
Greens · fees for students
is paying college tuition for
with instruction in safety and
four of the boys and has during the week are S 1 and $2
technique.
another who is a Seventh Day on weekends. For students
At present, there are no plans
without clubs., .a set can be
to expand the scuba program . Adventist.
rented _free of charge._ -~
say~ he feels strongly
further due to a lack of
equipment and qualified
GRISSET_T Mu·s ,c
instructors other · than Coach
GUtTARS
.REPAIR
INSTRUCT.ION
Grindey. So it looks like scuba
SHEf:l~
MUSIC
AMPLIFIERS
.GUITAR
·will still he just for those lucky
ACCESSORIES
:P.A. _
EQUIPMENT
enough to get -in--and good
8898
56th.
St
.
.
Temple
Terrace
Ph~ 988-1419
enough to stay in.

Summer
golf

Scu~a divipg-.~,popula r
but demand ing course
By Ron Mumll}e
many as we _used to," Grindey
Oracle Sports Writer
said. "Now most of the kids
One of the most popular
have heard what -they have to
courses ·at USF is also one of ·do to·stay in the course, so only
the most demanding.
the. people who think they can
On the first day of clas~, a
make it will register."
student must swim 12 lengths
But for everyone that drops,
of the USF indoor pool, surface
there are several wanting to get
dive to 12½· feet, tread water
in. "We have' a pretty good
for five minutes , swim
sized waiting list," added
underwater for- 60 feet from a Grindey. ,
push-off ai:id t_o w someone
The reason for the rigid firstequal in size the length of the day test, says Grindey, is
pooJ.
.
. . safety_. "\V e've . got to make
· If a pei:son is un~ble to do tt, sure everyone in class is in top
his name will be scratched from condition and a good
.
,.,
the roll sheet.
swimmer.
But desp,ite the stringent
Those tests have paid off for
requirements, Coach Bob what they were designed (or.
-Grindey's scuba diving classes · Noone has ever been injured in
are overflowing.
Grindey's eight years of scuba
"It'§ lu'ldoubtedly one of the - instruction at the University.
most popular courses o~
"We're very strict about
campus," said Grindey-, the safety," Grindey commented.
blonde, 37-year-old swimming
The lecture-lab course is
coach. "ft' s ·practically- offered · in three maleimpo~sible to get a card ·for it. _ dominated sections (two
Five minutes after registration during Qtr. 4) for one hour
begins we're fifled up.'.'
· credit. Physiological effects of ·
But several of those who diving ( the Bends, nitrogen
register are knocked o.ut of the narcosis, etc.) are studied in the
course after failing the opening iecture sessions while the labs at
day test. "We .don't lose as the · indoor pool consist of
actual diyi~g experience along

.G RAND OPENING
ALL STUDENTS
Receive
Special
Discounts
At
MENARD PAWN AND
GIFT SHOP
14038 N. FLORIDA AVE.
PHONE 935-7743

-

FREE

GIFT TO ALL VISITORSBuy, Sell and Trade

Car rallye
set Sunday
A fun rallye, sponsored by
the Sports Car Club, will be
run Sunday beginning in the
Fine Arts·parking lot.
·. Registration for the event is
scheduled for noon and the first
car will leave at 1 p.m.,
following a drivers' meeting.
Competition is op~n to the
public with ·any make of_car.
Prices per car (driver and
·navigato.r) are: $2 for club
members, $3 for USF students, staff and faculty, and $3 .SO Tor
the general public ..

Henry's
Complete Foreign and Domestic
Car Repair and Service

FAST SERVICE
2~ Years Experience
All Makes, All Models

Phone 971-9161

13614 Nebraska, Tam pa

r

: ··ijt)!~..~~~1sAG-£
Cycles Are Our B~siness - _O ur O'n ly Busi_nessf
ALSO DEALERS IN GREEVES AND DALESMAN

MONDAY 9 TO 9
CLOSED SUNDAYI
WEEKDAYS 9 TR 6

Ccod , Fast Serv ice

1s· Our \Vay

ct laying Thanks .

14727 N. NEBRASKA AVE • .

1~97:l -Bl 7,l ,.

YOU TOO, CAN ENJOY THE HIGHEST

STANDARD OF QUALIT.Y
COUNT ON SPOTLESS TO
DELIV~R THE BEST
·cRAFTMANSHIP AT.
COMPETITIVE PRICES

~

San1tone
. Crr:iftrd. Mnslct Titylronrr

SPECIAL:

8 lbs. ol budget
DRY CLEANING lor
(Good only University Plaza Plant)

21 -

.1

.
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"Heiress' plays'
Williams directs
"The Heir~ss, " Ruth and
Henry Goetz' staged version
of Henry James' novel
"Washington · Square," will
premier Monday as Theatre ·
USF' s Main Stage production
for Qtr. 4.
Directed by Carl Williams,
the story is a dark one,
involving · an inhibited girl,
daughter of a wealthy
physician, whose love life is as
unfulfilled as the m0m;tary
· aims of an ambitious young
man who becomes her suitor.
Moral values are thoroughly .

MaJinowsky and Philpot examine societal values
in William's Main Stage production of "The Heiress " .

Racism, guilt focus
in sym,b ol 'Phalarope'

DOMINO'S
PIZZA'S

By Bob Nader
Special to The Oracle
Have your been eyeing some
stranger's
seemingly
interested wife? Are you the
professor that is strongly
desiring your favorite buxom
student? Is your libido getting
to9 familiar with -your _be~t
·friend's potential spouse? If so,
feelings . of _guilt are being

-Lieutenant P ietor Van
segregation of the.races and the
Vlaanderen, the central
stringent codes that maintain
character in Alan Paton's novel
and protect this practice. The
"Too Late the Phalarope,"
torment the young lieute~ant
which will be presented Friday
feels after a sexual relation with
and Saturday at 8 p.m. in LAN
a black woman is not unlike the
· fearful anticipation of Allah's .
103.
I
The . Speech department
wrath a priest may feel after a
-production, ·under the direction
gospel affair with Mother
· of Raymond Sc]meider, adopts
Superior.
·
certain tensions that are not
As the play develops, the
born.
evident in this anticlimactic· phalarope, a small, migrant bird
All of this however, is minor story of - South • African
of South Africa, becomes the
in compariso~ to the shovelsful apartheid society.
symbol of a never-realized
. of guilt experienced by : The story deals with the
grace and reconciliation. It is
the loss. of childlike innocence,
or a father who avoids raising
his son as a creature of love.
•
The son, not recognizing or
understanding this "black
mood" that· preys at his soul,
· The first auditions for soloist - ThisJohannStraussJr. opera falls victim to what the
·,. · ·: roies in the · opera "Die will be the finai offering of the_ existentialist might label as
. · Flerdermaus," to be presented ten-concert subscription series ; "unending self-destruction."
· · .on April 19, and 20, 1973, by · of the Florida Gulf Coast Pietor is caught in this web of_
. · - t.he --· Florida Gulf · Coast Symphony under conductor sociocultural responsibility to
family and friends: As he
-Symphony, has been set for · Irwin lfoffman.
-_A ug. 1-7.
Th·e opera will be staged, and trespasses against this, his
presented . in English, as world becomes filled with
translated by Ruth and terror, as if i'the s':1~ ';,ent out,
.. ·D
.-·.
Thomas Manin and published , never to return agam.
·, ' ·_ · ·
· :_
b ·G Sch
·. · ·
In a recent rehearsal the
~- i
, ·. ; - ·'' ~ , ·
. Y ·
ermer; ch
.
acting maintained · the

Opera -parts cast
1n -open audition ·

u
·. tt.o~·n
· ',.

. ;~ -':h~
ails·· .yoU th··: -~ bec~:::g•_: r the r:::;a

11

0

NO
BULL

examined as the all-student cast
presents the work on Main
Stage, Theatre Auditorium, at
8 p.m. Monday through
Saturday.
·
-Tickets are $1 for full -time
USF students and $2 for the
general public. Ticket
information and reservations
are available through the
Theatre Box Office, ext. 2323 .

.IAiiNER~l
I _c ·AMERA

-I

I: CORNER Ii
1

at

I

-i

I MARTIN'S :I·
1311 S. Dale Ma~ry· Ph. - 253-3875 -

JI

We carry t!,e ·,fi~e Arts I
and Mass-Comm. equip- I
mf!n·, & supply require- _

PIZZA
POWER
-FREE
DELIVERY
971-7875

ments:
-f!olycon frost F- .
-Mo_unting Board-.
-Dry Mount Tissueand others

r
I
I
Ir

STUDENT
I,
DISCOUNT
10% off supplies
up_to 20% off on 1·
equipment

camera rentals
and repairs · I
extensive darkrooml
_su_p plies
-1

LIBER_ATION
MUSJC s·ERVICE
11 _12 .BUSCH .BLVD.

pe~pective of the novel and is
•Newest releasecf LP's af'fair. prices ·
· .· '-'
.._ ._
.-,<~~i\.S(~3r~i:\ '· :; ~- .;:' - . ·..·· · •. Oratorio Society, conducted ·charitable to the often turgid 1
•Decient selection of .older LP's that may s~rprise-.you _·.
d . Ii .
d -" ,
by Rohen Scott, and the St. prose of the·author. BillLupole
1
. -~ ·-:'/ \ ~:USen
_ ~rGan . po nM~cGa -~,i sor
Petersburg . Choral . Society; giv.es a . stunning performan~
*Special orders ~r harder to find. _LP's (averase ·special
.· •. :ior .'.
.. . ~rge
ovem, .- CODduCted- b y Clem Boatrig
• h t. as the tragi
· .·. 'c, Macbeth-like
· · . •
· -order takes lea:thqn a week·)
,
.·•.· :-·hF· ··ri:der1ck"Ch
G ..Dutton,
dedu:ates
. ·Th c II .
1
t ·be. figure. Jackie Walk-er s wedded
~Special
order
tapes;
cassettes,
quadrolonic
·
_
·
•. · 5o ·
• f · ·
e 10 owmg ro1es are o
.
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.
: · •s..~~W.
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·
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la ,s_~on . ·
; .recent -..- ·ani~le ,:"diat 'George
au monthort -~sero e~lolnbe oyl.
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EVERYTHING
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. INC-LUDED·
.
. - · -seventies offer orie of those rare ·
·Keg
,chances'' to rally ~ new
·SCUBA. CLASSES.:following, or _at lea.s t .p rovoke a
' Starting July 31st
.. different configuration'' .. of
· · with Own Equipment - s35 ·
. American" politics~
. with Oar Equipment - 540
T cmight the UC Empty Keg
- .- In: di~ last four Democradc ·
sponsors another of its st;ries of ..
.CERTIFICATION IN YMCA, P_ADI,
Pres id-ential campaig.ns,
open
jams. All are invited to
Dutton has held top national
SSI, and FSDA
..
come, bring and instrument or
· .. rolei. · His book _ presents a
twG, a friend or two and have a_
_. 1w_
ide-rariging and detailed
good time .
. study ·of the n~w social and
The jam will begin at 8:'30
of Tampa
political forces conflicting with
and
last
until
10:30,
free
to
all
the nation's prevailing _politics
Maxine M. Lovejoy-Pres.-:-AI Faulkner'. Gen . Mgr. Master Diver
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and publit attitudes.
. 7400 Nebraska Ave.-Ph. 234-1101-Complete Divers' Needs
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A COP'S VIEW:
Kids loolc on us 111ore as ene111ies than as hu111ans
dons his uniform re!ationships
sometimes change.
.
"I've been called everything
Ralph Dennis is a cop.To be from 'dumb mother' to 'pig' to
more exact Ralph Dennis is a the 'chief's fair-haired boy',"
USF campus cop.
says Ralph . "Ir doesn't really
Not only is Dennis a campus bother me .. .I just look at the
cop, but is also a USF student. person and consider the
His dual role at times poses ·source."
strange problems but on the
Besides being a cop, Dennis
whole, he thinks it helps him do has o,ther occupations. He's a
his job, by adding to his husband and a father, a
understanding of campus salesman of sporting goods and
problems. ·
a full-time student at USF . ..,
'-'Besides working a 40-hour
"It seems that the kids look
on us more as enemies than as week as a patrolman here, I try
what we really are -- humans -- to take twelve hours or more of
which kind of hurts. I came out . classes every quarter, and sell
here two years ago, and while sportin goods, too. I'm
the image is getting better, majoring in the Criminal
there are still a lot of kids that Justice Program (CJP), with
hate us because we wear a the hope that the more I learn
about all phases of - police
badge.
While being a student Dennis procedure, from sociology to
is on a good relationship with criminology, from behavioral
fellow students, but when he science to fingerprinting, the
better policeman I'll be."
By Randy Sonnenburg
Special to The Oracle

STUDENTS'
S0111e like the111, .so111e don't

----•••---"It is a little mnoying to

What -do students really
think .about campus police?
Studen~s
interviewed
informally had few complaints
about the cops, although most
had nemerous . gripes about
USF's infamous "meter
maids."

strictly enforce the rules, said
·

'one student.

A junior geography major,
GeQrge Elliott, said that his last
brush with the law was·a "good
.experience."

·park somewhere, like
along im ·unpainted curb
in a parking lotforaweek
and not get fined, then
suddenly get a parking
ticket."

-----•¥¥---"Campus security issued ·
me a warning ticketinstead of charging me
$IO for not having a decal
on my car. My old car had
been totaled and I was
temporarily
using another
,,
car.

"Campus Security issued me
a warning ticket instead of
· Campus police are
charging me $10 for not having
perfo.rming their jobs .
a decal on my car. My old car
adequately, according fo Paul
--P(lJJ,l Garo/al/QU,
had been totaled and I was
Garofallou, · a freshman
--George Elliott,
temporarily using another car.
student
engineering student, but
They issued me a temporary
student
Garofallou is puzzled by sqme
permit free until.I got a letter
University
parki~g-· ticket,'' Garofallo.u said.
stating that my old decal had
enforcement actions.
"In · most · parking · lots, •· been destroyed or managed to· Ann. Marie Austin~ a senior
of the old · publi~ · relations major. Pql~ce
- . "(tisalitd~a1U1qy.i,igto~rk: pai:king along . the curb · s· 'bring . in the
decal," Elltott said.
were o;mstantly _checking onr
-·somewlfe.re, · like afo9g · an ·. : allowed, ·so . .didn't think
unpainted ~rb_in-a·parking l~t,
anything . of parking .where .I
"The hassle tha.t students get _thecarsallday-atUF,shesaid.

pieces.

f

· for a week. ~4 _not g~t fined, ' did, he said. . .
.
then ~uddenly- get a par~ing · _:Campus police '1on't ·~tways

..

.. t'

.

.

.

.

.

..

here is nothing compared to the ·
· hassle students get at UF," said

.

.. , ,.

,,.. Y<>.l!!fl),P<l~!.~9:· ~~ :· C.Qlt

...

A police officer at USF gets
precisely the same training as
does the Tampa police officer.: :he goes to the Tampa Police
Academy and · goes through
training.
After the Academy, he is on
.probation for 6 months. After
the probation period, he can
then accept . himself as a
professional police officer: For
those six months, he carries a
gun on duty, but not .off and
does everything that a veteran
of 15 years on the force does,
with possibly a little less:
confidence that he's right.
But that doesn't show,
because an officer of the law
must be right.
A cop is a Cop is a COP, to
paraphrase someone Of other-a pig is not a cop, though some
copstan: be pigs; some ·long- .
. hairs ca,-1 be pigs, ioo. . ·
. USF cops are Professionals, .
with .a capital "P."
·

.. .

~t ·s omething to ·sell ;· . . .
.-·_ , ORACLE Classif~eds ·. _
·WiJ_, ~elp SeU ·it i~ ..a_Hu_rry. ,

?:?···cf)'a.FQ8tf-V\/itb<:theft.: i

...

~

,• {"

.

L• .

.

..
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:

i-, ... ,
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·t.

'·~' ... ·::

~,~·:

Theta Hall RA , Richard
.University, Police Officer
· Smith- then arrested Wilson,
. Richardson thought he. was . john BoUe -· took over the ·charging him ~ith t~q counts
.,_ ,helpmg the:Sa~t~oreCo_lts last ·'-.· ipvestigation" and, through a of forgery_, two counts of .
Wednesday br, _letting dQe of · conver~ation with ~ome · uqenng
(passing) fo.rged ·. their players share hi~ room ..· . students, d~sc~vered · Wilson . -document$, and one count of
'
-was staying aftheHoliday Inn
petfr larceny. .
. Nineteen-year-old Richardnear the USF campus.
..
Wilson was taken to the
son let Brent T ; Wilson, a nonBecause the Holiday Inn is county jail and his ~nd was set
student posing as a Colt player,
located off-campus, University at $3,250. Bond was not:posted
share his room overnight.
Police ' called in the . and, Wilson is curren~ly in jail
Hillsborough County Sheriff's awaiting his July 31 date in
.
.
·
Department and Deputy R. C. Justice of the Peace Court.
The . next day, ~ichirdson
Smith
.wa~ put on the case.
University Police Chief Jack
found he was mis~ing "his
wallet, checkbook, and .USF · The Univ(!rsity' Police Prehle said Wilson had been
report · said · Deputy Smith - picked up on . a, previous
ID.
continued d:ieinvestigation and occasion as being a "suspicious
· Richardson reported the found that Wilson had character/' · At . that time,
theft to University Police on allegedly forged two checks Wilson allegedly told
Friday and a warrant· for using Richardson's name at an University Police· th~t he was
WiJson'·s arrest was issued. ·
Eckerd Drug Store.
an assistant with the -Colts.-

>
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Fine Arts tieacl
Beecher dies
Vera L. Beecher, a son David
Kitlan Beecher, Spokane,
Wash., a daughter Terry
Beecher Briggs Tampa, and
nine grandchildren .

Memorial services will · be
held tomorrow for Alvah A.
"Pat" Beecher, 67, past head of
the fine arts program at USF
from 1960 until his retirement
in 1968.
_He retired in 1968 as
Associate Dean of Liberal Arts
and Director of Fine -Arts. He
served as guest conductor of
festivals, clinics, oratorios and
operas-throughout the country.
He is survived by his wife

5 Linf;ts $1 °

0

of
Institute
The
International Education . has
announce4 the official opening
of 1973-74 competition for
grants for graduate ·study or
research abroad · and for
profession;! training in the
creative and performing arts.
It is expected that the grants,
the purpose of which is to
increase mutual understanding
between the people of the
United States . and other
countries, will total nearly 550
in number to 37 nations.
Applicants must be U.S.
cmzens at the time of
application and ho,d bachelor
degrees or equivaient at the
beginning date of th~ grant. In
most instances, one must be
proficient in the language of the
· host country and may not hold
a Ph.D.
Creative and performing
artists must have four years of ·
professional _experience while
social workers need only two.
Candidates for medicine grants
must hav.e an M.D.
Application forms and
information .for students
enrolled at -USF may be
obtained from Dr. John C.

Briggs; campus
Program Advisor,
226. The deadline
applications is Oct.
-FOR

1161.5 Florida Ave. at Fowler

.THE .
111-FASHIOIISTORE-·
.

Oiterseas education
gra.n ts available

B

Ph. 935-8168

Ext. 2620

LAN 472

Needlepoint Yarn & Bags

KINGCOME'S TRIMMINGS -

(31 Spaces Ea.)

.

Services will begin at l0a .m.
at the University Chapel
Fellowship. The family" has
asked that no flowers be sent,
but contributions be made to
:USF Music Scholarship
Foundation in his memory.

MONOGRAMS

Oracle Classifieds ·_·_,. ' ~

.

..

.

WESTSHORE PWA
NORTHGATE SHOPPING _CENTER
DOWNTOWN; 705 FRANKLIN ST.
· ·BRITTON PWA.SHOPPING CENTER ·

Fulbright
in · ADM
for filing
I, 1972.

You-------

NEW LOOK ''72''

lNFORMATION
Danforth Fellowships
Women students preparing for
graduate studies are eligibleforthe
ninth annual Danforth Foundation
Graduate. Fellowships for women.
Those women who have had a
three year break from studies or
have had some teaching
experience may also apply. For
further information contact the
Graduate Studies Office, ADM

229.

Women's Caucus
County
Hillsborough
The
Women' Political Caucus, an
affiliate of the Florida and National
Women's ·Political Caucuses, will
hold an organizational meetil)g
Monday, at 8 p.m. at 'the Tampa
Women's Center, 405 Grand
Central Ave., beh_ind the. Falk
Theater. All women are urged to
~ttend.

Press Club
The Press Club will hold an
important meeting tomorrow at 2
p.m . .in- LAN 463. Members and
interested Mass Comm students
are asked to attend.

ORACLE

~LLETIN BOARD

DOMINO'S·
PIZZA'S

Campus Date Book
· TODAY BIS Luncheon, Noon,
UC 255. Secretaries _ Luncheon,
Noon, UC 256. Activities Mart, 7
p.m., UC 252. Jam Session, 8:30
p.m., Empty Keg.
FRIDAY ASHA Conference, 9
a.m., UC 252. Chess Night, 7 p.m., .
"Can
Movie,
251.
UC
Heironymous Murkin Ever Forget
Mercy Humppe & Find True
Happiness," 8 p.m.,ah 101_·
"Can
SATURDAY Movie,
Heironymous ·Murkin Ever Forget
Mercy Humppe & Find . True
Happiness," 8 p.m., FAH 101.
Pre
-MONDAY-WEDNE_S DAY
Registration, 8 a.m., UC 248.

- NO _
BULL .·- .
•

-

·PIZZA
POWER

CO-OP EDUCATION
Monday, July 31 Orientation
Session for students who will go on
first training period Otr. 1, 2 p.m.,
UC 203. (This is .for "new" Co-op
students only.)
Friday, August 4 Interview
sheets for students on a doubletraining period _Otrs. 3 and 4 must
be J>Ostmarked for return to Co-op
Office not later than this date.

-

FREE
DELIVERY

971-7875

High waisted knit pants shown
with a new season man -tailored
cr.epe shirt and an acrylic knit vest
Pa·n ts 10.99 - Shirt 5.99
Vest 4.99

· It's easy to be fashionable ... just charge ft!--

USF faculty
to supervise
school plan
By Tom Palmer
Oracle- Staff Writer
_Tampa's Dowdell Junior
Oracle photo by Russ Kerr
Vacancies: room to let?
High School will be the site of
the beginning of a new teacher
Administration, parkin!{ area empty, empty, empty. training center and a ne'\1/
training concept beginning this
fall .
The new concept is the
Academic Affairs, and Affairs; Jim Lucas, registarar;
Yesterday was the day for a
school" and it will be
"portal
Glenndon Clayton, budget and Raymond King, director
student takeover as USF was
officer, were in Tallahassee at of ho.using and food services, - used by USF faculty members
unusually devoi-d of
and experienced teachers to
the Board- of Regents were reported on vacation.
administratiors.
Johannigmeier
budgetary hearings.
Dr. Joe Howell, vice supervise the training of 18
Pres. Cecil Mackey, A.C.
program ~director-.
president for Student Affairs, interns.
· Hartley, vice president for
program
the
of
Financing
Troy Collier, assistant to the officially was acting president
Administrative Affairs; Dr.
comes from a $243,643 grant highs) to spread the portal
vice president for Student . for the day.
Carl Riggs, vice president for
from the Department of school concept.
- flealth, Education and Welfare
Dr. Johannigmeier said that
to the USF Teacher working with the portal school
Corps/ Peace Corps Training concept is only one of the
Program.
projects of the USF Teacher
Program Director Dr. Erwin Corps, especially since it has
Johannigmeier said the portal become directly connected
school concept is designed to with the Peace Corps.
were
chairman,
committee
Having begun as nothing
improve the content and the
Mark Adams, Student
re-activating recommended by Adams to fill learning m schools by more ·than a program to train
"We're
Government (SG) president,
vacancies on the Athletic
resources, teachers, the Teach er Corps
concentratmg
has asked "responsible student
because SRG has prO'lJtd to Council
yesterday.
in one has obtained a new institutional
interns
and
money
leaders" to meet tonight in the
be an extremely successful
finance
Hayes,
Malcom
school where work will be arrangement and has become
SG offices to discuss pfans· to
organization in the past. It committe..e member , was done on such items as more sophisticated to carry out
re-activate Students For a
stands for exactly what is recommended as alternate.
programs with the Peace
curriculum modification.
Responsible Government
"proposed
a
that
said
Adams
"
The interns in this program Coi:'ps,,he continued.
(SRG).
-~Mark Adams,
says.
report" by the committee on . are people who already possess
"The Peace Corps needs
"This party can be used by
SG president
committees, indicates what a bachelor's degree _in science more sophisticated personnel'
college councils, fraternities
students he can nominate for and math, . but without now than in the pasrand it gives
and sororitities to field
some 20-odd USF committees.
necessarily any ground in many people a chance to obtain
responsible candidates during
/ The meeting wilf be held
Students interested in education, he said.
cross-cultural experiences," he
the fall senate elections,"
tonight at 7 in UC 158.
Adams
contact
should
serving
more
the
time,
same
the
At
added , emphasizing that much
Adams said.
1,58.
UC
offices,
SG
the
at
experienced teachers will be of the Teacher Corps' Work is
SRG was formed on campus
retrained in this concept. done with the disad vantaged:
three years ago t_o counteract a
Students appointed
"There w ill be a lot of
"Rather than seeing black,
proposed ·Students for a
this
Check
_
(
he
/'
on
_
going
reinforcement
Adams
arid
Mackey
Pres.
Puerto Rican or American
Democratic Society Chapter.
have begun to make student
Indian children who are dirty
said , "We're
Adams
Checks will be cashed at the concluded._
After the training period, or who don't know· how to
appointments to University
re-ac;bvahng · because SRG has
bookstore only during the Qtr.
hold a fork as ,bad, they
committees.
proved to be an extremel y
1 Early Registration period, these teachers will be sent -to
recognize . that these are
Ben Joh_nson, secretary of July 31-Aug. 4. Checks will satellite schools (in this _case
successful organization in the
Academic Affairs and Robert
past. It stands for exactly what
not be cashed at the Cashier's Monroe, Young and Booker 1 . children who need to be
Washington, all T ampa junior taught," he concluded.
it says," he said. Office during this period.
Sechen, student finance

·Administrato·rs tripping

Adams as/cs ·student leaders

to _plan

SRG -rf!-activation
----*** _____

-----***----
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R°eViSecJ Class-Schedule
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Changes For Quarter 1 COURSE
PFX NUM SEC .

QTR
. HRS

BL DG ROOM
CODE NO

COURSE
QTR
BLDG ROOM .
PERI
DAY OD
INSTRUCTOR ,....~
.H~
· R~s~·_·c~o~D::'.:.!,E-:.". .,..:N:.:.::O::.....__ _:__
· _._
. --~- :P~F~X~N~UM~~S~E~C-~
.

___

PER i OD
DAY .

~~~~~--~~~~~~-~~------'-~;_;_

~r
~
i
~~

CBS 315 002

5

LAN 12_2

8 9 . TR

.· ~~~ CBS 316 001
=~~
~
::: CBS 316 001

0
0

LAN .3?6
LAN 352

10 11 W
11 MF

AFA 130 003

4

LAN . 3 4 7

11 MWF

Staff

AGE 503 001

3

SOC

366

10 MWF

Staff

· AMS 301 001

5

LAN

257

9 M-F

Stant"on

!❖

ART 201 001

4

FAH

287

8 9 - 10 WF

Marsh

:::1

ART 201 002

4

FAH

28 7

11-1 WF

Gelinas

ART 201 00·3

4

FAH

287

8 -10 TR

Pappas

ART 202 001

4

FAH

284

2-4 TR

Pevnick

ART 202 - 002

4

FAH

284

11- 1 .MW

Eaker

ART 202 003

4

. FAH

284

8-10 MW

Little

ART 301 001

2·

FAH

288-

. 12 1 W

Marsh

2

FAH

288 .

· 12 1 F

·Marsh

ART 301 002

•.•.
...,
:::;

2

ART 301 004

2

F,AH

288

ART 401 001

4

FAH

287

ART 401 002

4

FAH

287

ART 411 001

4.

FAH

ART 411 002

4

FAH

ART 42i ·001

4

FAH. 142

ART 421 002,

4

FAH

FAH

288

3 4 M

12 MF_· 1 F

3

LAN

452

10

CBS 401 027

3

soc

257

4 5 M- 4 W-

M. McCormick_

CBS 401 031

3 ·

FAO ·lOON.

11' T 12 TR

M.McCormick.

CHM 332 001

2

CHE

109A

6-9P R

Staff .

2

CHE . 109C

6-9P R

Staff

. 2'

CHE

109A

6 - 9P T

Staff

:::: CHM 332 006
- ~=:3

2

CHE

109C

6-9P T

Staff .

CHM 336 003

2

.CHE · 109A

8·-1 :J. T

Staff

:;:5 CHE 336 004

2

CHE

109C

8-11 T

, Staff

;:~ CHM 532 001

4

CHE

206

3 4 WF.

Raber

2:

CHE

104

4 5 T

5

LAN

116

9 M-F

Staff

ECN 100 901

·5

BUS

109

6. 7 TR 8P T

Staff

ECN 301 006

5

·PED

104

3 -M-.F

Staff

EDC 401 005

5

LAN

356

; · EDC 401 008

5

.BUS

210

;EDE 421 001

4

FAH

29-0'

· io. i1

EDE 421 003

4

FAH

290

· .. · 12 . 1 _TR

:§ EDE 621 791

4

EDF 607 902

4

LAN

247

. 5-8P R

i:: EDP 312 001
~===
;:::

6

PED

110-

10 11

EDP 312 003

6

PED

110

1 MW 2 TR

....
....
....
....
:;::
.•..
....

EDP 412 0·01 .

4

LAN·

347

10 l l TR .

EDP 412 002

4

EDU

202B

::::
....
....

£DP 412 . 003

4

PED

113

l MW

Young__. .

•••·
. ....
:::: EDS 550 901

4

soc

153

5-sp· T

Johnson

5

BUS

321

:::: FNA 54·3 · 901

3

FAH

274

6 7 8P M

:::: FNA 553 003

3

FAf.l

274

10

. :::: HTY 100 800

0

ENA

[l~
. ~~~

:::i.
:❖

::::::;l

===~
....

•:-, CHM 332 002 .
:•:•
;::; CHM 332 005
===~

~~~~

291

3-5 MW

Gelinas .

291

11 12 1 TR

Strawn

11-1 TR

Pevnick

Ij
I

Cox

I

139

. 8-10 TR

Staff

ART ·431 . 002

4

FAH

139

3-5 TR

Fager

ART 441 001

4-

FAH 145

11-1 TR

Wujcik

ART 4,42 001

4

FAH : 143

8-10 MW

ART 461 001

4

FAH

141

8-10 TR

Staff .

ART 461 002

4

FAH

141

3-5 TR

Staff

·ART 462 001

4

FAH

141

11-1 MW

Bailey

ART 465 001

4

FAH

281

11-1 TR ·

Staff

281

..

ART 470 001

4

AR-T 4 71 001

4

ART 491 001

·2

FAH
FAH
· FAH

288 ·
288
274

2

·ART 501 901

4

FAH

287

ART 511 .001

4

FAH

2 91

ART .521 0.01
'. ART 531 001

4
4

8-10

:I
'

~

I
:::::

- ~

ij
~

I~;

Cattel".al~.

MW

~).:

. !~~::::•···
::;:

Lyman

274 ·

11-12 TR
10 11

Dietrich

MW

::::·
.... FIN 301

Strawn

M-R

· 10 .11 MW·

:Bryant .
·Gunter
Jo0st
Staff .
Bowers -·
_Bowers
Beasley ·
_Young

oos·

· 4 M-F

Staff
Miller

6-8P TR

Staff

8 -10 T_R

Kronsnoble::::
····
HTY 211 001
:❖

4- · ' PED

113

Eaker

01

4

soc

lZ-8

8 .9

:::~ HTY 231 901
.....

4

soc

13'1

6-8PR

DellaGrotte

4

soc · 110

12 1 TR

Di lkes

303 0 01

4

soc

12 _MWF

Belohlavek. ·

409 001

4

soc

146

10 11 TR

Rollins

4

soc

285

6-8P R

4

LAN

252.

8

142 · 3-5 MW

FAH

13 9

11 -1 TR

.,

.....
::::· "HTY 22· 1
:::~

Fage_r

::::
:::: HTY 232, 001
....

145

2-4 TR

Wujcik

ART 542 001

4

FAH

143

11-1 MW

Catterall

ART 561 0.0 1

4

FAH

141

3-5 MW

Bailey

ART 565 001

4

FAH

281

11-1 WF

Lyman

ART 570 ~01

•, 4

FAH . 288

7 8P MW

Nickels

2

FAH

142

3-5 TR

Sta£_£

:CBS 101 008

4

LAN

455

12 1 MW

Staf·f

CBS 101 029

4

LAN

455

8 9 -TR

Staff'

CB S 201 011

3

PED· \

' 11 2

10 MWF

. Garc i a

·cBs 2 02 005

3

SOC

1 52

1 1 MWF

Ge is

4-

LAN

254

4 S TR

4

LAN . 2 S 2

6 7 TR

o·

:::;

FAH

CBS 30 8 901

5-8P R·

\

:❖
❖!
!❖

4

~ CBS 3 08 00 3

MW .

Beasley

Miller

7 8·P W

·ART 541 001

ART 591 001

-

12_ 1 TR

•!•!
....
....
....

..

-

TR

. 12 1

!❖

❖:

FAH

·

Staff

----

•.•.•.•.

Nickels

3 4 T

·Hillsboro

'

:-;::

,

'ART 491 901

FAH

:...:~
.,;

::~ CHM .691 032
::::
ECN 100! 001

FAH

FAH

.

Lang

4

4

··•··
:=:~

3-5 WF

·10 -: 12 MW

Eichhorn

·•·"-

j)j;

142

MWF

❖: .

Krons_n oble

, 11 12 1 TR

Gowen

❖,

Stawn

ART -431 001

ART 466 001

CBS 401 009

·Gowen
Gowen

204

Miller .

, 9 10 T

5 '

Zbar

· LAN

M

ART 301 00"3

CBS 316 00.Z '

INSTRUCTOR

i . HTY
!:~
•.•.
~i,:-. HTY
:❖.
....

MWF

10 11 TR
· 10 MWF

TR

McCracken ·
Kliene
Belohlavek
VanNeste '

:♦'•:

. ;~: HTY 680 902 ·
.~-=·
•.•,
:::::

-i~ :: :::. :::

I:::: m.ggi

4 . . LAN . 346

0

LAN
. ,LAN

4

1 0 1 00 3

Coope r

:::: MTH 211 00 2
MTH 21 1 0 0 2

Coop er

.~==:
•.•·

\..~..~

MKT 315 00 2

.j..... MTH.
···•··
••··
!.•,

~il

;::: MTH 3 0 2 011

9 TR

.

·:12 -1 TR;

· Silver
Cooper Gowen ·

339
345

11 M 10 1 1 W Mackey
11 F
Mackey •

BUS

.2 10 -

10 1 1 TR

s

CHE

20 3

4
O"

CHE . 20 7
CHE 2 0 6

5

FAH

4

136

· 9 TR

. 10 T
10 R
3 M- F ·

Wall a c e ·
. S taff
Staf.f
S t aff
Staff

♦r

-.: ••-~

.....

'

'I

_

•

-~

,••w,- ,,: ..
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ChaTigeS For Quarter 1

-

/

·c((Jntinqed.from preceding page.
COURSES
PFX NUM SEC

QTR
HRS

BLDG ROQM
CODE NO

PERIOD
DAY

INSTRUCTOR

MTH 303 001 .

4

FAH 136

11 TR

Staff

MTH 303 002

4

FAH 132

11 TR

Staff

MTH 323 ·901
MTH 4"4 7 001

4

FAH 136 .
CHE 201

6 7 TR

Staff
Staff

MTH 511 001
MTH 541 001

'

-4
4 ·
4

CHE
,.

FAM

208
227

12 1 TR
9·

MW

1._0 MF

QTR
HRS

-

s

Staff

.

.

COURSE
PFX NUM SEC

l l ·MWF 10 W

..

Staff
,- .

MTH . 54S 001

4

FAH . 136

12 MWF l . F

PHI 111 0.01

2.

EDU 302

2 3 T.

staff

BLDG ROOM ·
CODE NO

PERI OD
DAY

INSTRUCTOR

soc . 160

10 W 11 MWF

Weatherford

10 F

Staff

285

11 R

Staff

127

9 F

Staff

132

3 MWF 4 W

Kaplan

257

10 11 MW

Kaplan

soc
soc
soc
-soc

4

BUS

217

2 3 '(R

Butler

4

soc

388

9-11 W

Kaplan

Additions For Quarter 1
· QTR
.COURSE
PFX .NUM SEC HRS

BLDG ROOM
GODE NO

COURSE

:;:;

PERIOD
DAY

INSTRUCTOR

:i:[ PFX NUM SEC
.•.•·

QTR
HRS

BLD.G

·conE

ROOM
NO

P_ERIOD
DAY

INSTRUCTOR

E:t

=•:
~
·••t

4

EDU . 213

1 MW

Greabell •

4

NRS

TBA

Sextori --

. ~~: EDC 501 791

5

Polk

5-9P M

Purdom

EDC 501 792

5

Polk

5-9P M

Purdom

Angrosino

l:l:
"llll....

EDC 5·52 901
EDC ~ 585 504
EDC 585 704

4
4
4

BUS . 108
WYOU
Pinellas·

5-SP M
·TBA
TBA

Sisk
Wong
Merriam

10 W 11 MWF

Edson

·::::
.... EDC 585 714

4

Lee

' TBA

Bacon

128

4 5 MW

Edson

:::: EDC 681 012

2

NRS

TBA

Smith

127

4 5 TR

Edson

EDC 681 013

·3

EDU

LAN

343

6 7 8 W-

Angrosino

~: EDC 681 014

4

NRS

4

FAH

288

6 7

TR

Dietrich

~:~

EDC 681 022

2

EDU

ART 474 001

4

FAH

288

3 4 TR

Dietrich

:::: EDC 681 023

3

NRS

ART 476 001

4

FAH

288

8 9 MW

Nickels

~=::
~~! EDC 681 024

4

EDU

ART 511 002

4

FAH

291

11-1 WF

Lang

!~~~ EDC 681 031

1

EDU

ART 531 002

4·

FAH

139

11-1 WF

Little

1~~~

2·

:::: EDC 681 034

.....
~::: EDG 499 304
·····
~ii EDC 499 · 314

ACC 302 901

5

BUS

321

6

· AGE 301 001

3

EDU

213

9 MWF

Staff

AGE 325 001

4

EDU

214

2 3 TR

Staff

AGE 691 002

2

10

Staff

I~~.••......

ANT 201 006 .

4

soc 366
soc 146

8 ·-9 TR

Angrosino

:f

ANT 201 007

4

BUS

108

12 1 TR

ANT 201 008 . 4

EDU

214

ANT 201 009

4

ANT 441 024

4

soc
soc

ANT 4·41 90 4

4

ART 473 001

9

7MW 8 M

T·

Staff

:•:•:
·•··

.......•

❖:

I
-:~
.•..

~:....:

202B

·1 3 W

,

TBA

Johnson
Toe.c o

1 3 W·

Johnson

TBA

Sisk

202-B

1 3 W

Jo'hnson

202B

1 3 W

Tohnson

NRS

TBA

Sisk

4

NRS

TBA

Sisk

EDC 681 .041

1

NRS

TBA

Si sk

_I: ~ : ~ : :

4

Sarasota

5-8P T.

Cleary

4

BUS

208 ·

4-7 M

Lavely

4

EDU

215

6-~P M

Dwyer

4

BUS

210

5r 8P R

Boyd

4

EDU

202C

5- 8P W

Pe _a rcey

4

LAN

356

2 3 TR

Sexton

EDE 529 791

5

Sarasota

5-9P R

Linder

::::

~:::
t❖

EDC 681 .032

.•..

2.02B

❖!

11

Houk

ART682 001

2

FAH

ART 6',83 001

2

NRS

TBA

Staff

ART 684 001

2

NRS

TBA

Staff

BOT 583 102

2

NRS

TBA

Grove

BOT 683 202

2

NRS

TBA

Grove

274

T

·~!~

~=::
.❖:
:....::: EDC 681 944
I

CBS 301 011

5

BUS

CBS 301 012

5

CBS 301 013

5

321

8 9 MWF

Staff

4 5 MW

Staff

3-4 MWF

Staff

I::: ::: :::

CB$ · 301 904

5

·soc 110
soc 150
soc 152
soc 155
soc 159 ,

CBS 302 009

4

BUS

320

2 3 TR

St aff

EDE 611 791

4

P oll<

5·-8P T

Haven

CBS 3_02 010 ·

4

BUS

110

2 3 TR

Staff

EDE 621 792

4

Sarasota

4-7 M

Bryant

CHM 483 01'4

4

. CHE

11 1

4 5 -MW

Fernande z

EDE 631 901

4

. EDU

GHM 632 · 001

4

CHE

202

9 10 MW

St aff

1.•.. EUG

681 001

1

NRS

TBA

Sta ff ,

COM 453 001

4

BSA

2- 5 T

Carr

.l\li.. · EDG 68 1 002

2

NRS

TBA ·

St a ff

:::: E-D G 68 1 003

3

NRS

TBA

St a ff

:::: EDG 68 1 00 4
....
....

4

NRS

TBA

·Sta f f

:::: EDG 681 005

5

NRS

TBA

Staff

4

Sara so ta ·

5-8 P M

McPherson

5

Sarrasota·

5·-8P R

Wilson

-

CBS 301 014

5

CBS 301 903 .. 5

COM 483 00 4

4

LAN ; 455

EDC 401 90 1

5

BUS

208

.:::.

Staff

3 4 MWF

ti...

,

6

7P MWF

Staff

~~~j

EDE 531 791

4

Polk

5-SP W

Brantley

6

7P MWF

Staff

···· EDE 531 792

4

Hillsboro

5 - 8P W

Merriam

11 MWF 10
6 - 9P R·

w

Yates
Ober

ED C 480 002 ·

2

NRS

TBA

Staff

EDC 480 034

4

NRS

.TBA

Staff

EDC 499 024

4

NRS

TBA

Ober

::::
....

::::
....

;:::

~~~!

I: ~ ::: :::
····

1

21 4

- 5- 8P R

·Haven

..

continued on next page
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.Additions .. For Quarte;r 1
.,

continued from preceding page
COURSE
PFX NUM SEC

QTR ·
HRS

EDL 625 791

COURSE
PFX . NUM SEC'

QTR . BLDG ROOM
HRS CODE NO

BLDG ROOM
CODE NO

PERIOD
DAY

4

O_range .

5-8P T

Smith

4

LAN 452

EDM 431 001

5

FAH 132

8

M--F

Staff

4

ED)? 255 001

3

PED 109

8 TR 9 T

Beasley

4

EDP 412 004

4

1 2 TR

Beasley

4

EDS 633 ·001

4

NRS

TBA

Sproles

4

EDS 676 001

4

BUS 213

2 3 \TR
<..

Carlson

4

EGB 103 001

3

ENG 004

9 T 9

Staff

4

· soc 150
soc 154
soc 149
soc 154
soc 257
soc 257

3

ENG 301

1 -T 12 R

EGB 104 001

3

ENG 004

1011 T 11 R Staff

EGB 104 002

3

ENG 301

2 3 T 3 R

EGB 698 _903

3

NRS

TBA

EGR 472 001

4 .

NRS

EGR 612 001

3

ENG 610 001

C

NRS

'

INSTRUCTOR ·

INSTRUCTOR _

,~ 3 4 5 R

Staff

2 3 TR

Rollins

6-8P M

VanNeste

1 MWF

Mayer

6-8P

R

Lawson

6-8P

M

Belohlavek

6-8P M

Belohlave.k

NRS

TBA

Staff

3

FAH 102

10 MWF

Rearick

Staff

3

NRS

TBA

Carder

Staff

4

'
PHY 108

10 11 TR ·

Weiner

TBA

3

LAN 251

3 4 W

Weiner

NRS

TBA

5

NRS

TBA

Staff

4

LAN 354

3 4 MW

staff

4

NRS.

TBA

Tremmel

FIN 501 901

3

BUS 215

7-9P R

Staff

4

soc

12 MWF _1 F

Maza

FIN 602 901

3

BUS · 211

7-9 W

Staff

4

-SOC 286

3 MWF 4 F

Maza

GLY 583 104

4

TBA

5 6 TR

Gould-

4

LAN 254

-12 MWF i F

HON 301 001 .

4

LAN 250

3 4 M

Staff

4

· Taylor

,4

soc
soc

EGB 103 002

10

. PERIOP
DAY

R

Staff

L

-

,

8P . M

HON 301 901

4 _.

LAN 124

7

HON 302 001

4

LAN 248

2 3 T

286

-

149

12 1 TR

153

12 1 TR

LAN 352

Staff

9

M-R

;Fleming .
Maza
- Fleming
McLean .

-,

Cancellation.s For Quarter 1
COURSE
PFX NUM SEC

QTR
HRS.

COURSE
PFX NUM SEC

QTR
HRS

COURSE
PFX NUM SEC

ACC 302 001

5

ENG 528 002

4

MAN 301 007

5

MAN 473 001

3

47l 004

4

ENG 683 004

4

MAN 301 00.8

5

MAN 473 901

3

ART 201 004

4

FIN 602 . 001

3·

MAN

311 003

3

MAN 489 004

3

ART 202 004

4

GBA 333 008

3

MAN 311 901

3

MAN 489 901

3

ART 443 001

. 4

GBA · 333 010 .

3

MAN 321 003

3

MAN 501 -901

3

ART 451 001

4

GBA 333 0·11

3

MAN 321 004

3

MAN 601 001

3·

ART 475 001

4

GBA 333 903

3

MAN 331 003

3

MAN

6U9 901

3

ART 521 002

4

GBA 35i 001

5

MAN 341 -903

3

MAN 611 901

3

CBS 102 003

4

GBA 351 002 .

5

MAN 421 901

3

MAN 621 001

4

CBS _102 006

4

GBA 351 901

5

MAN 451 001

3

MAN 622 001 ·

CBS 102 008

·4

GBA ;351 902

5

MAN 451- 002 ·

3

MUS 372 001

3

CBS 102 010

4

GBA 371 002

4

MAN 451 .901

3

PHI 112 001

2

CBS 102 012

4

GBA 603 001

3

MAN 453 001

3

PHI 301 002

4

CBS 102 ·014 -

4

GBA 605 901

3

MAN 453 901

3

PHI 461 001

4

CBS 102 902

·4

GPY 403 004

4

MAN 461 ·901

3

PHI 611 001

.~

3

PSY 697 901

5

QTR
HRS

- COURSE
PFX NUM SEC

QTR
HRS

'.
ANT

.,_

.

4

CBS 315 800

0 -

HTY 212- 901

4

MAN 463 901 -

CBS 315 801

0

HTY 221 901

4

MAN 465 901

3

REL 383 013

3

CHM 633 001

4

HTY 334 001

4

MAN 471 901

3

SPA 542 001

4

EDC 480 904

4· .

HTY 335 • 001

4

3

TAR 565 001

4

EDC 681 904

4

HTY 365 · 001

4

EDC 791 905

5

HTY 401 901

4

I;DF 612 901

4

HTY 423 901

4

YOU DON'T HA VE TO

EDP 312 002

6

HTY 485 903

3

- SEARCH THROUGH- THE

EDP 312 004

. 6

HTY 587 901

4

.4

HTY 591 901

4

EDS 312 ' 002

,4

HTY 591 902

4

EDS 312 901

4

. HTY. 680 904

4

EDS 561 9'01

4

HTY 691 905

4

EDS 612 001

4

LAN 383 03'3

3

EDS 676 901

4

LAN 383 043

3

ENG 303 001.

3

MAN 301 001

5

EDS. 311 . 001 .

.

I

•

MAN 472 901

.

.

-
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CLASSIFIE D ADS
Help Wanted
Jo i n

Male-Fema)e help wanted. Your choice
of hours, cooks & waitresses. C all 23 81212 or come in Pizza Hut, 340,5 E.
Hillsborough Ave. Must be 21.

the U N - P-0 LL U T E D
GENER AT IO ! Sell all-job BASICeed reliable nann y for 2 children fo r
H, the Organic biodegradable cleaner!
the rest of the summer. T ransportation
C hoose y our own ,. hours . , , and references required
. West Fletcher ·
Opportunities unlimited . Can ·988area. Call 932-1130 _evenings. ·
'
78L4.

CLERICAL POSITfONS
Full time and pan time positions
available. Da y & night shifts. Appl y ·
. Personnel - Office, . lO a.m.:.5 p.m.
MAAS BOS., Home Environment
Center, 4130 Gandy Blvd.
POSITIONS OPEN
Full - time and part time warehouse
stockmen. Day and night shifts. Apply ,
Personnel Dept., 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
MAAS BROS., Home . Environme~t
Center, 4130 Gandy Blvd.
Need $45 a week? Work 15 hours; 3
evenings & half day Sat. or 4 evenin_gs
& no Sarurday. Car ·necessary. Neat.
appearance. For interview call 9889151.
VA CANT POSITIONS AT U .S.F.
The following positions are to be filled:
*Personnel Tech . III-Si0,398; Asst.
Campus · Postmaster-$5 ,846;
*Computer Systems Analyst 1-$9, 166;
Keypunch Operator (Aug)-$4,802;
*Information Specialist 11-$8,665; AV Technician (Aug)-$5,554; A-V
Librariaii-$7 , _7 88.;
Electronic
Technician 1-$6,118; Radio-T.V .
Engineer 11-$8,665; Photographer I
(Aug)-$6, 118; Maintenanc~ Mechanic·
(Aug)-$'7 ,3 7_1;
Maintenance
Repairman-$5 ,5 54;
Electrician$7,371; Boiler Operator II (Aug)- '
$6,535; Engineering Technician 1- ·
$4,692; Motor Vehicle Operator 1$4,573; Biologist 11-$8,665; Lab
Technologist 11-$7,371; · Registered
Nurse 1-$7,371; Groundskeeper 1$4,364; Custodial Worker-$4,155; *Library Assistant-$7 ;788; *Secretary
IV-$6,118; *Secretary 111-$5,554;
*Secretary 11-$4,802; *Secretary II
(50%)-$2,401; *Clei::k Typist II·$4,364; *Clerk Typist I (11 p.m.-7
a.m.)-$3,946; *Clerk Typist 1-$3;946;
*Sales Clerk f-$3,946; *Receptionist$4,364;_ *Account Clerk U-$5,032;
*Storekeeper 1-$5 ,304; *Mail Clerk 11$4,573; *Mail · Cl!!rk 1-$3,946;
(Require Testing) For a daily up-date
of va<;an_t positions call the "Job.Line"
974-2879. Interested persons should
contac_t Personnel ·services for
determination of eligibility and
referral.
THE UN~VERSITY OF SOUTH
FLORIDA IS AN EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.

Misc. for Sale
FONTANA HALL MEAL
TICKET .
For Sale. Will accept $200. For First
Quarter, Monday through Friday.
Write J.K.L.,96 Nonh Washington
Dr., Sarasota, 33577.

)· Bedroom Duplex apartment, air
conditioned , furnished , $100 a mo .;
water, garbage included , near USF .
12409 . 15th St. Mustremby A~g.
1st. Call 971 -3102

Services Offered
Wedding
PHOTOGRAPHER .'
Invitations; prices _start at $10.95 pefj
100 to $200 per 100; also, with yourj
-choice photo engraved on carcf. 1
Numerous samples to pick from. Call
' 626-4668.

wariles

SPECIALIZED TYPIST
4 years quality work - T urabian USF Campbell, Dissertations-Term Papers-,
Thesis-Resumes, etc. IBM · Selectric,,
Pica - 884-1969 Gloria.

Free kittens-4 male, 1 female. Also ·
Siamese mother, l year oid. Call 9887215.
-- -·- -. ··-·
-TYPING-FAST,
NEAT ·,
This is your LEVI store. We have
ACCURATE. All ry·pes of work .
denim & corduroys - in ' regulars &
BELLS. Also, boots, shirts & Western _ Nina - Schiro, 11110 N. 22nd St. 9712139. If no answer, 235-326T
hats . Only 10_ f!!in. from campus.
Bermax Western Wear 8702 Nebraska .
-PROFESSIONAL
TYPIST-IBM
·selectric Ilw. ~rbon ribbon & type .
Apts & Houses
, chanires. TURABIAN USF or other '
to Share
style manuals.
Experienced: term papers, thes.is ·
· Need 1 woman to share duplex with
resumes, etc.' Ph. 971-6041 after 6
same. Near Busch and Nebraska . $70
P .M.~ all
weekends-5 minutes from
mo . plus util. Call 832-2<¼77 after 5:30.
USF.
Handicap male student desires room &.
• board & · some personal help in .a
Automotive
Christian hom·e, for Qtr. ·1. Call Col'.
A.L. Oliver collect 305-267-7418 or
write Rt. 1 Bx. 399 Titusville 32780.
1965 Volks Sedan Good Condition~

.,

wingin'

-

CONTINUOUS SHOWS FROM 11 :45 a.m.
MIDNIGHT SHOWS FRIDAY & SATURDAY

day

Female Roommate(s) or couple to
share apartment near USF. Pool,
la~dry· room, centra) air & heat, wall
- to wall carpet. Call Pat 971-6341:

$450
Phqne 971-8783
-

.

'66 Chevy-excellent mechanically,
good body. $500 · or best offi;r.
Sacrafice! Phone 971-0 I 70 after 3.

.I .

SHOWTtMES
1:30. • U:~ ·

Public Notice
Did you see me bust~? I was arrestt!9
lying face dowJJ on Thurs. afternoon at
Fletcher & 30th. Lawyers can only do
so much . Call 971-2097 Bill Hogan.

For Rent
Paradise Village of Tampa, 621-2392,
opening Phase II which includes
Recreation Clubhouse, 2nd swimming
pool, all underground utilities, paved
streets & walks.

•Liza
Mlnnelll·

Dl■ICT PIOM•INI

fLAMINOO IN VIOAI

AS~r

.BARRY THOMAS ,

Beach ho~e for. ··re~t: wk / mo., 2
bedrm, furn, on Boca Ciega Bay, ac·ross:
st. fr: Gulf, Treas. Isl. $135 wk for
· fou~; $2 p/ day per add'} per. 988-4294 ·
after 6 p.m.

M.C. & F.UNNY MAN
ALSO

"APPH.lfNO NtoNnY IN TIii COCKTAIL LOUNGE

Ill LOIS l _llffON EIROIIAIE
Ope11 lO ,4,M. Till .J ,4 ;/!f.
~NNI• HhlD

••o• 6 P.M.

COCKfAll MOUi 4 TO 6

TONIGHT
thru

SUNDAY
(The 'G roup That Toured-The States with J_o e Cocker)

Adult motion pictures. You -must ·be 18 years of age and
prove it to gain admittance. Daily 11 a.m. to 12 p.m.
Midnight shows Saturday.

PROGRAM CHANGES
MONDAYS & FRI.DAYS -EVERY WEEK

1503 7th -AVENUE- TAMPA
248-1378

3300 S. Dale Mabry
~2 drink minimum
on weekends
Girls minimum age 18

...
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Vets to marCh to Mi-a mi
By Tom Palmer
Oracle Staff Writer
Some Florida veterans will
march from Ft. Pierce to Miami
for the Republican National
. Convention · in a week-long
"March i\gainst · Murder

sponso~ by a Tampa· antiwar veterans' group."
March spokesman Timothy
Moore said he has gotten the
support of Vietnam Veterans
Against the War (VV AW)
Regional Coordinator Scott
Camil.

Although the march will be
sponsoreo by the Tampa
chapter ofVVAW, Moore said
he welcomed all , anti-war
veterans.
"If the VFW ·wants to come
with us,.they can," Moore said .
"Most
He added,

Faculty, student interaction sought

"'='"I

•

Faculty and student
interaction is the idea behind
Omicron Delta Kappa's
(ODK) endeavor to provide .
.''rap rooms" on campus where
members of · the academic,
community could establish'
communication on a
. continuing basis.
"We're very interested in
seeing that the opportunity be
· as present as possible for
students and faculty to get
together outside the
classroom," said Dan Beeman,
president of the national honor
~society's USF chapter.
A questionaire was · sent to
faculty members by Dan
Walbolt, assistant to Vice Pres.
for Student Affairs Joe Howell
and secretary of ODK.
Although Walbolt did not
tabulate the results, he said with
one or two exceptions all
the
favored
questionaires
. implimentation of a
.faculty/ student "rap room."
1
The survey is being

tabulated by Rick Welsh, a the plans, structure and
statistician and member of location of the open
communication sessions, he
ODK, said Beeman.
Bee.man also said the · said .
Beeman said he can . not
response from the faculty has
been • favorable for such an determine when the idea will
become a · reality . . But he
environment.
The results w1ll determine. expects it will be during Qtr. 1.

I

PIZZA
POWER
FREE
DELIVERY
971-7875

•

protest

traditional veterans' groups
express concern for the rights
of veterans and r think the
rights of Vietnam veterans in
particular ha~e been infringed
upon by this criminal war."
VV AW organizer Mike
Olver assul'.ed Moore Friday in
Tallahassee · that he could
probably count on having the
support ofVVAW leader John
Chambers and the VV AW
members camped at Firebase
America in St. Petersburg.
This assurance was affirmed
by Chambers Saturday at a
VV AW rally at Williams Park
in St. Petersburg which
_featured speeches by Moore,
Chambers and other veterans.
Veterans wishing to

participate in the march should
rally in the park across the
intercoastal waterway from Ft.
Pierce on Highway A-:t-A on
Aug. 12. The march will start
the next.morning, Moore said.
Moore said they plan to
march about 20 miles a day,
reaching the Republican ·
National Convention on the
aftern~on of Aug. 21.
"Non-veterans will travel
along the march · route in
vechicles to transport food and
camping equipment and to set
up and break camp each day for
the veterans, Moore added~
He also said that anyone
wishing additional information
should contact · him at 9861171.
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ON SELECTED ·ITEMS
THROUGHOUT THE STORE
·10202 North 30th Street
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